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Zanzibar is a charming place. The beaches are white and endless, tides offer incredible
landscapes and colors always different. The African sunsets are a sight of rare beauty.
The northern part of the island is full of fantastic dive sites within easy reach, the perfect
place for divers of all levels. The backdrops are gorgeous and rich of underwater life.
In this Earthly Paradise you can find Team Aqua Zanzibar, the PADI Diving Centre at the
most prestigious Resorts on the island.

Our staff speak English, Italian, Spanish, French and Swahili.

PADI DIVING COURSES

Learning to dive is fun and exciting and it is accessible to all people. Don’t miss the
chance to learn diving in Zanzibar: exotic setting, excellent dive sites and hot water
all year.
We offer a wide range of PADI Courses from Open Water to Divemaster, including
courses for kids (Scuba diving courses starting at 8 years old).








Discover Scuba Diving
Scuba Diver
Open Water Diver Course
Advanced Open Water Diver Course
Rescue Diver Course
Divemaster Course
Bubblemaker (for kids 8yrs+)

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? LET’S DIVE TOGETHER!
For your safety and fun we have only Scubapro high quality equipment.

DIVE SITES

We dive every day. We can easily reach more than 30 dive sites for divers at all levels.
Our experience and familiarity with the Zanzibar waters will ensure exciting (or breathtaking) dives in total safety (night dives included).
MNEMBA ATOLL AREA (full-day boat trip for both Snorkelers and Divers)
Most of divers and snorkelers are attracted to the Mnemba Atoll, being a marine
protected area and a charming spot with amazing underwater marine life. Reefs are
home to a wide variety of animals, from the tiniest shrimp to huge turtles. You will have
the chance to easily spot two rare animals: the dragon moray eel and the Djibouti Spanish
dancer, the world's largest nudibranch.
TUMBATU AREA (half-day boat trip for both Snorkelers and Divers)
It is a half an hour sailing trip on board of our traditional Dhow to get you to the
wonderful island of Tumbatu. The island is surrounded by a ring-shaped coral reef where
you can dive or snorkel. You may see majestic turtles, giant groupers, morays, rays,
dozens of colourful sea slugs, and much more... Including the giant and sociable whale
shark.
LOCAL AREA (half-day for Divers)
There are lots of dive sites for divers at all levels that you can reach in 5/30 minutes with
our dhow.
NIGHT DIVES
Night diving is one of the most amazing experiences you should definitively try: the night
increases the mystery and surprises with what that the Ocean has in store for us.
Everything is more beautiful, charming and full of colours and emotions at night time.

SUNSET CRUISES
Everyday from 5 PM to 6,30 PM
A beautiful and relaxing experience on our Dhow boat "ACIDA".
Snacks and drinks included.

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

